
Get started!

1 Print and cut out the questions on p. 2

2 Take a challenge written underneath one of the questions

Visit www.weand.me/connect for video tutorials for group activities3

Check out how the cards in the deck are color coded below4

We hope this document is both fun and remarkably useful to you. Beyond that, we hope it 
creates and inspires connections and conversations that otherwise may not have occured!

Please contact us if you are curious about our We! Connect workshop on pp. 3 - 4. We 
would be delighted to help your organization break down communication barriers and 
increase connection and engagement.

Continually curious,

Will Wise + Chad Littlefield

Co-founders of           .   

will@weand.me chad@weand.me



Ask this question to a co-worker
you already know well.

Text this question to a family member
you’d like to reconnect with.

Send a picture of this question to
somebody you admire.

Start your next meeting o� with
asking this question to your team.

Ask this question to a person in your 
life that is tough to connect with.

Cut this question out and give it to
somebody you’d like to inspire.

Send a picture of this question to
somebody close to you.

Tape this question to the water cooler
in your o�ce.

Ask this question to three people who
have 30+ years of experience.

Bring this question to the table at
your next lunch meeting.

Ask a colleague this question over the phone
instead of “how are you?”

Mail this question to a friend who 
has since moved away.
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Our Solution

The Problem

   I am
unmotivated

of employees are 
disengaged at work72%

We are stuck
in silos

We don’t work 
effectively as 

a team

There is a 
lack of trust 

between 
people

(And that costs organizations $$$ and humanity)

Turnover is 
too high

Everything we do is grounded in research.
Contact us for detailed citations.

hello@weand.me

We partner with leaders and organizations who need to increase positive communication, 
boost employee engagement, and strengthen company culture. Together, we implement 
We! Connect, our people-development training program which uses a �ow of experiential 

exercises, presentation, and discussion to maximize learning.  We have a half-day, full day, and multi-day 
workshop version of this development program in addition to an abbreviated, interactive keynote for 
conferences and events.  We customize every program to �t your organization’s unique goals, depending on 
your needs and desired depth of impact. 

“Connections 
bring results!”

“I loved 
learning more 

about my 
coworkers”

But don’t take it from us!  Here are 
testimonials and commonly reported 
outcomes from CEOs, HR directors, and 
conference organizers who have 
brought the We! Connect program 
to their teams.

“Greater 
cross-team 
awareness”

“Based on 
brain research.”



Select Clients

www.weand.me/testimonials


